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Introduction
The economic crisis in Venezuela arose between 2012 and 2013, and across the years it has
shown that it is not only an economic but also an institutional, political and social crisis. The road
to the crisis started during the presidency of Hugo Chavez, and continued with the now President
Nicolas Maduro, who keeps up the same policies of his predecessor. The crisis unfolded with the
rising of different problems in the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, such as the increase of
unemployment, the financial crisis and the lack of essential food, hygiene and health products.
Shortages in Venezuela resulted from the economic mismanagement of the government. The
UN and several other organizations have offered food aid to the country, but Venezuela refused;
this exacerbated the Bolivarian diaspora (mass emigration of Venezuelans) and murder rates in
the country raised significantly. The hunger in Venezuela, the lack of credits in banks, political
corruption, lack of local productivity and the high dependence in oil export prices are the factors
that contributed to the aggravation of the situation. Meanwhile, the concentration of power in the
executive branch and the erosion of human and political rights have let the government intimidate,
persecute and criminally prosecute opposition members.
Even though international help has been offered, the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela has
refused it since the government doesn’t want the international community intervening in its
managing of the country. Meanwhile, several American countries have signed the Lima
Declaration (2017), which declares that Venezuela is no longer a democracy and condemns the
violations of human rights in the country.
The international community fears that the crisis will continue to get worse, living conditions
will further fall, authoritarianism will deepen and the mass emigration will intensify. All of these
problems affect both the internal security of Venezuela and also the surrounding Latin American
region. Given that Venezuela has the largest oil reserves in the world, foreign powers are also
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closely following the situation. For the benefit of Venezuela and the whole international community,
a solution to this crisis should be reached before it continues to deepen.
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Definition of key-terms
P.D.V.S.A.
State-owned oil and natural gas extraction, refining and commercialization company. Founded
in 1976 after the oil industry was nationalised. The company is in charge of exploiting the oil
reserves in Venezuela, which are the largest in the world. PDVSA is crucial for the Venezuelan
economy.

P.S.U.V. (United Socialist Party of Venezuela)
Socialist political party in Venezuela resulting from the fusion of the political parties which
supported Hugo Chavez’s Bolivarian Revolution. It is a leftist party that follows Chavist ideas
and holds him as a very important icon. Its current leader is Nicolás Maduro.

M.U.D (Democratic Unity Roundtable)
Electoral coalition of Venezuelan political parties formed in 2008 to oppose Hugo Chavez and
the PSUV in general. Primarily formed of centrist, centre-left and centre-right parties.

Organisation of American States (OAS)
International organisation founded in 1948 and composed of the 35 independent states of the
Americas, whose main aim is improving continental cooperation and integration in economic,
political and other issues. The organisation has the mission of defending democracy and
Human Rights in the region.

UNASUR (Union of South American Nations)
Intergovernmental organization founded in 2008 originally comprised of 12 American
countries. The organization was formed during a period where leftist governments controlled
much of Latin America, and aimed at further integrating Latin American States. In 2018, six of
its members suspended their participation for an indefinite period of time.

MERCOSUR (Common Market of the South)
Customs union founded in 1991 originally composed of Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and
Paraguay, allowing duty-free trade between the member countries and establishing a
common external tariff on other nations. Venezuela joined in 2012, but was suspended four
years later.
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United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
United Nations body in charge of protecting the rights of refugees and displaced individuals
and assisting their voluntary repatriation or resettlement in a new country.

Economic sanctions
The withdrawal of customary trade and financial relations with a specific country, often to force
a certain political, economic or social change on the recipient.

Migrant
Person who moves from one place to another, usually looking for better living conditions and
opportunities. The decision to migrate is taken freely by the individual, unlike in the case of a
refugee, where factors like persecution and war force the person’s movement. However,
migrants may decide to leave their homes as a result of economic problems. Depending on
the case, migrants may or may not have legal authorization to enter or reside in a country.
Often, the situation of migrants can be of vulnerability.

Bolivarian Diaspora
Migratory movement in the Americas stemming from the voluntary emigration of millions of
Venezuelans from their country during the governments of Hugo Chavez and Nicolás Maduro.
It is the largest recorded refugee crisis in the Americas. Around 2 million people have left the
country since the massive emigration began.

Inflation
A sustained increase in the prices of goods and services over months or years, as measured
by indexes like the Consumer Price Index. This leads to a decrease in the purchasing power
of the currency of the country. High inflation rates have a very negative impact on the
economy, harming disadvantaged individuals the most. An excessively high rate of inflation
is described as hyperinflation.

Default
When a country is unwilling or unable to meet the obligations of a loan agreement, it declares
it is in default, meaning that it will cease to pay off its national debt. This lowers trust in the
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country from investors, making it harder to borrow money in the future. A default may be
ended by negotiating an arrangement with creditors.

Humanitarian crisis
Situation in which the health, safety, and well-being of a community are under threat. May be
a result of wars or natural catastrophes, but also of severe economic mismanagement.
International governmental agencies and NGOs usually intervene to help relieve the crisis.
Vulnerable individuals such as women and children are affected by these crisis the most.

Foreign aid
International transfer of capital, goods or services from a country or international organisation
for the benefit of the recipient country and/or its population. Emergency humanitarian aid is
provided when a country faces a humanitarian crisis, and it aims at alleviating the short-term
impacts of such a situation. International organizations like the UN are often not only tasked
with delivering money to a country, but also implementing programs to alleviate the crisis.

Constitutional crisis
Problem or conflict in the political system of a country in which the Constitution (top legal text
of a nation) either does not clarify what to do in face of a certain situation, or is being actively
violated by someone in power.

Human Rights
Moral and legal entitlements inherent to all human beings, regardless of nationality, place of
residence, ethnicity, gender, religion or any other status. They are egalitarian, universal and
independent. States have an obligation to respect and uphold them.

Lima group
Multilateral body established after the signing of the Lima Declaration formed by 17 American
countries seeking a peaceful resolution to the crisis in Venezuela. The Group supports the
National Assembly and considers that democracy in Venezuela no longer exists.
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Political prisoner
Person who is imprisoned because his/her actions or beliefs are contrary to those of his/her
government. Often, political leaders or protesters become political prisoners in authoritarian
governments.

Chavismo
Political ideology established by Hugo Chavez that includes socialist ideas, left-wing
populism, Bolivarian elements, patriotism and Latin American integration as its main
components. Chavez implemented a “Bolivarian revolution” in Venezuela following the
guidelines of this ideology.
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General Overview
A history of Wealth and Inequality
The history of Venezuela is marked by the discovery of oil, a crucial energetic resource
for the world, and the way in which the profits from its exploitation are distributed amongst the
society. In the middle of the XXth century, Venezuela is able to leave behind decades of
dictatorships to become a democracy. The country is in a good position, since it has the
largest reserves of oil in the world and can use the revenue from its exports to grow
economically and develop. The fact that oil prices peak during the 1970s further contributes
to this beneficial context for the country.
However, the nation faces certain internal difficulties. Democracy is limited, since only
the two main parties participate in elections after a pact is made between them. Moreover,
corruption within the government is endemic. Still, Venezuela’s economy is one of the richest
of Latin America.
Problems start to arise when oil prices fall during the 1980s. Venezuela had failed to
diversify its economy beyond oil, and the benefits of its exploitation had been concentrated
on the hands of a few, creating large social inequality. The government’s attempts to
implement austerity measures end up hurting the middle and lower classes the most. In this
context, Hugo Chavez, a member of the Venezuelan army, starts to form a movement to try
and get to power and change how Venezuela distributes its wealth. He is inspired by the
Cuban Revolution and the Castro brothers, and he intends to implement leftist policies in
Venezuela.

The Commander
Chavez first attempts to get to power through a coup in 1992, but he fails. Six years
later, he is elected president. He runs on a leftist, socialist platform, with a marked populist
tone, an anti-imperialist and anti-US rhetoric, and promises to end poverty and bring social
justice to the forgotten lower classes.
Chavez’s first years in power begin to show his attitude towards government. He
implements laws to redistribute wealth and benefit small farmers. He uses the revenues from
oil exports to carry forward programs to alleviate poverty. At the same time, he nationalizes
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many crucial industries, most importantly the oil industry, which gives him a greater control
over the economy. In spite of some failures, like his defeat in the 2007 referendum, Chavez
is able to progressively accumulate power in the government and in his own hands. He starts
restricting the free press, and installs a strong propaganda apparatus. In 2009, he succeeds
in eliminating term limits for presidencies. Human Rights Watch accuses his government of
having a poor record regarding human rights.
In the international stage, he realigns Venezuela away from the US and towards
Russia, China and Cuba. His government becomes a model for other similar leftist leaders in
the region.
Chavez’s policies exacerbate the divisions in Venezuelan society: many of those
benefited by the ever-enlarging state apparatus support him and allow him to win four
presidential elections, the last one in 2012. Others resent his restriction of economic freedoms
and fear that he is accumulating too much power. By 2013, social divisions are growing,
institutions are weaker and the international context promises problems as oil prices drop. In
this scenario, Chavez dies of cancer. His successor, Nicolás Maduro, would have to face the
crisis that had been building up over the last years.

The Explosion of a Crisis
Maduro’s government has to manage an economy which is largely based on oil in an
international context of falling oil prices. Moreover, the country’s reserves are dwindling, and
it accumulates debt. Maduro has to try to manage a government with a large fiscal deficit while
maintaining the social policies that sustain his support. This combination ends up leading to
incredibly high inflation (in the order of 10.000% a year) coupled with unemployment,
economic recession and scarcity of basic goods. Maduro makes attempts at devaluations,
price controls, austerity programs and even the launching of a cryptocurrency, but problems
persist. The fact that the US imposes economic sanctions worsens the situation.
The ongoing economic crisis clearly has social and political repercussions. Although a
loyal base keeps on supporting Maduro, more people start siding with the opposition, clearly
angry at the economic failures of Maduro’s government. This is how protest movements arise
and the opposition manages to win legislative elections. Maduro shows that he is not willing
to give up power by bypassing the National Assembly, controlled by the opposition, with a
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newly formed constitutional assembly. The institutional deterioration in Venezuela leads many
Latin American countries to declare that democracy is effectively inexistent in the country.
Moreover, the fact that there are no institutional channels to debate resolutions to the crisis
worsens tensions and creates an obstacle to any agreement.
In the meantime, civilians suffer shortages, inflation, rising insecurity and crime, and
overall hopelessness. Many choose to seek a better future in Spain, Miami or other Latin
American countries, generating a large migratory movement, where some migrants are able
to travel further than others, which end up in the frontiers with Colombia and Brazil. The
political, social and economic crisis combine to generate a humanitarian and refugee crisis,
where Maduro’s government refuses foreign aid and the country continues to submerge in
chaos.

The Social, Political and Institutional Crisis
When President Hugo Chávez assumed to power in 1999, to today with the presidency
of Nicolas Maduro, the accumulation of power in the executive branch and the deterioration of
human rights in Venezuela have allowed the government to intimidate and persecute critics, and
even act criminally against them.
Protesters have been arbitrarily detained, and many suffered abuses committed by
members of the security forces. People’s jobs are also threatened by their political position, and
those against the government are more likely to lose their jobs.
Also, the harassment of the government towards the media, the continuous human rights
violations and the power the executive branch has over the legislative and judicial powers are
some of the most severe problems the institutions and people of Venezuela have been suffering.

Legal Action Against the Opposition
Many opposition leaders and protesters have suffered prosecution even without evidence
of any of the crimes they were accused for.
In 2016, the Bolivarian National Intelligence Service (SEBIN) arrested dozens of
people, claiming that they had planned, instigated or participated in violent actions against the
government, including some that were in fact peaceful demonstrations. Many of those people
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claim to have been tortured or abused while in custody or that they were not allowed to see
relatives or lawyers for hours, or sometimes days, after the arrest. In several cases, prosecutors
did not present credible evidence linking the accused citizens to specific crimes. In some, the
evidence consisted in the possession of materials with political content, such as pamphlets in
which the release of political prisoners was requested.

Protests and Repression
In early 2014, the authorities responded to the massive demonstrations against the
government with a brutal use of force. Over several weeks, members of the security forces used
excessive force against protesters who were unarmed, and tolerated armed pro-government
gangs which attacked protesters with impunity. In many cases, detainees were held for long
periods of time before being brought before a judge, and some suffered abuses that included
violent beatings, electric shocks or burns, and being forced to squat or kneel, without moving, for
several

hours.

Protesters continue to be criminally prosecuted for participating in peaceful protests.
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Humanitarian Crisis
Due to the serious shortage of medical supplies, it is extremely difficult for Venezuelans to
obtain essential health care. Surveys in local public hospitals of Venezuela indicate that there is a
serious shortage of basic drugs in 76% of the hospitals surveyed. As a result, mortality rates have
increased because of the decline of proper healthcare.
The severe shortage of food is an obstacle for many people to have adequate nutrition. In a survey
carried it was determined that 87% of low-income households have difficulties to buy food. Today,
almost 90% of the population is below the poverty line.
The Venezuelan government has played down the severity of the crisis. Its own actions to
reduce the shortage have not had positive results, and the government refuses to receive
international aid.

Bolivarian Diaspora
As a result of the worsening living and political conditions in the country, many
Venezuelans have chosen to leave their country seeking a better future. In the past, Venezuela
had been known for receiving migrants and refugees from around the world, but now the situation
has reversed, and the emigration mounts to around 2 million people leaving. Migrants tend to
relocate in Miami, Spain or other Latin American countries, like Colombia, Chile, Argentina and
Brazil. As the crisis worsens, the outwards flow intensifies, and Colombia and Brazil start
experiencing problems to accommodate the growing number of people entering through their
borders.

This massive emigration signals that a large portion of the population has lost hopes that
the country will recover in the short term. The loss of skilled workforce is a problem that intensifies
the crisis and will make recovery efforts harder in the future.
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Countries with the most Venezuelan immigrants. Source: El País.

Unified Power
Since former President Chávez and his supporters in the National Assembly held a political
takeover in 2004 of the Supreme Court of Justice, the judiciary has ceased to act as an
independent branch of government. Members of the Supreme Court have openly rejected the
principle of separation of powers and have publicly expressed their commitment to promote the
government's political agenda. Therefore, the Venezuelan Executive branch has somehow taken
control of the Judicial and Legislative branches, thus ignoring its own constitution, and at the same
time concentrating the power in only one branch. This is one of the reasons why Venezuela is not
considered a democracy anymore by many countries.
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Freedom of Expression
Over the last decade, the Venezuelan government has abused of its power to control the
media. It has taken many measures to reduce the diffusion of accurate data and statistics about
the country, and even has promoted false data that claims that the country is in better conditions
than it is to manipulate the citizens.
The Government has been legally granted the power to suspend or revoke licenses to
private media that opposes the government or portrays government officials in a negative way.
While some newspapers, websites and radio stations sometimes criticize the government, many
have ceased to do this for fear of being shut down.
Moreover, people are not granted the freedom to protest or to express their true opinions,
since the government can arbitrarily detain opposition members. The workers that oppose the
President may even lose their jobs because of their political opinion.

Economic Decline
The Venezuelan economic crisis stems from a number of factors. These include systemic
corruption, lack of diversification of the economy beyond oil, fiscal deficit, mismanagement of
nationalized oil companies, failed attempts by the government to control prices and excessive
government spending.
The situation is manageable so far as oil prices remain high and provide the country with
large export revenues (oil accounts for 95% of the country’s exports). When oil prices fall, the
deficit grows and the Bolivar (Venezuela’s currency) starts losing value, leading to high inflation.
Venezuela begins accumulating debt and losing reserves. Its economy shrinks. Government
attempts to control prices fail and scarcity of basic goods, including food and medicine, become
the norm.
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*Graph showing the decline of reserves in Venezuela
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In addition, the government’s hostility towards foreign business and Chavez’s
nationalisations have caused big companies to leave the country partially or entirely. This also
increases the unemployment in the country.
Inflation keeps getting worse, and prices are expected to rise over 10000% next year.
Maduro blames Venezuela’s unfavourable economic situation on his opponents, such as the
United States, and their alleged attempts to stop Venezuela’s revolution.

Graph showing the exponential increase in inflation in Venezuela coupled with economic recession
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Major parties involved and their views
The Government of Maduro
A main aim of the Chavist government in Venezuela is to maintain its position of power.
In spite of the chaos in the country, Maduro still holds an approval rating of around 30%. Over
the years, the government has accumulated power in the figure of the president, enabling him
to use force to achieve this aim. The government continues to blame the country's problems
in the actions of foreign powers (particularly the US) as well as the internal elites that allegedly
attempt to bring down the Bolivarian Revolution.
The government has demonstrated that it is willing to use force to repress opposition
protests. In spite of the economic problems, support from China and Russia coupled with this
strong grip on the population help Maduro retain power. The fact that the country has not
accepted aid could be seen as an indication that the government refuses to acknowledge the
country’s problems, which can also be observed in Maduro’s rhetoric. In many aspects, it is
beneficial for the government to maintain the status quo, which makes change much more
difficult.

The Venezuelan Opposition
The opposition movement has had more failures than successes during the Chavist
rule. In 2008, opposition parties unified their forces in the MUD coalition, realising that they
would not be able to stop Chavez separately. Opposition leaders like Leopoldo Lopez have
been jailed, and their protests repressed. Still, in 2015 the MUD was able to defeat Maduro’s
PSUV in the legislative elections, which gave the opposition new hopes of change.
This hope quickly faded, as Maduro manoeuvred to bypass the opposition controlled
National Assembly. Today, after divisions on issues like whether to participate in regional
elections or not, the opposition is internally fractured. This benefits Maduro, since there is no
single force that clearly represents those against him. The main demands of the opposition
are to have free and fair elections, to end the political imprisonments and repression and to
restore the reign of law and human rights. However, because the coalition is only formed
against Maduro and not around any common policies or ideologies, it is very weakly held
together.
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The United States
When Chavez got to power, he criticised the US heavily, considering it an imperialist
power that posed a threat to his socialist model. Tensions between the countries rose, Chavez
accused the US of fomenting a coup attempt in 2002, and Venezuela was included in Bush’s
“axis of evil” for a period of time. After the reports of human rights abuses and the breach of
democracy in Venezuela, the US imposed economic sanctions on high-ranking officials in
2014.
With Trump’s arrival to the US presidency, relations have further strained. Trump
intensified the economic sanctions on the country. He has also suggested the possibility of
using military force to intervene in Venezuela, which in a sense legitimized Maduro’s rhetoric
against him and was responded to with global rejection. The US has asked the OAS to
suspend Venezuela from the organism.
The US imports hundreds of thousands of barrels of oil per day from Venezuela,
although imports have been decreasing for some time. Thus, it has an interesting in
maintaining Venezuela as a source for this energetic resource. Both ideologically and
strategically, Maduro’s government is a nuisance for the US.

Russia
After distancing itself from the US, Venezuela was led by Chavez towards a closer
alliance with Russia. The countries have strong military ties: Venezuela is the second largest
importer of Russian weapons in the world. Also, they have carried forward joint military
exercises in the past. When facing economic problems, Venezuela has received loans from
the Russian government. These loans are often repaid through oil shipments from Venezuela
to Russian oil companies, which account to as much as 13% of the country’s total exports.
Ties are also ideological: Chavistas would like to see an end to US hegemony in the
world, and supporting Russia is, in Maduro’s words, “part of an effort to build a multipolar
world”. For Russia, it is convenient to have a strong and dependent ally in the Americas region.
Venezuela is close to the south of the US, and, as tensions between Russia and the US
increase, Putin benefits from a loyal regional ally. Since the Venezuelan opposition has
declared that links with Russia would be reduced if it got to power, Putin has a very big
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incentive to protect

Maduro’s

government

politically,

economically, militarily and

diplomatically.

China
In a similar way to Russia, China provides significant support for the Maduro regime.
The two countries have close economic ties, having undertaken joint economic programmes
in the energy, industry and transport sectors. China imports large amounts of oil from
Venezuela, making the South American country an important strategic ally. Military ties are
not as strong as with Russia.
As the economic crisis worsened in Venezuela, China provided favourable repayment
plans for the many loans that it had previously provided to the country. However, it refused to
lend more money. Still, Venezuela is important for China in a regional sense, since the alliance
allows China to increase its influence in the Latin American region. Thus, China is keen on
protecting Maduro’s government in the international stage.

Lima Group
This group of 17 American countries aim at finding a peaceful solution to the
Venezuelan crisis. At the beginning of the last decade, Venezuela was the leader of the
growing amount of leftist governments in Latin America; now, the trend has reversed and
Venezuela is increasingly isolated in the region. The group criticizes the violations of political
rights, human rights and democracy, supports the National Assembly and is in favour of
excluding Venezuela from regional organisations. They also call for free and fair elections
Amongst the members of the group there are countries with particular interests on the
crisis. Colombia and Brazil have to deal with the growing influx of migrants through their
borders, which causes complications, so they are very keen in finding a solution to the crisis
as soon as possible. The members of MERCOSUR have decided to suspend Venezuela from
their organisation. Everyone in the group considers it potentially problematic for the region to
have such an unstable country continue to worsen its situation.
The Lima Group is significant because it represents the intentions and positions of
those Latin American countries not aligned with the Bolivarian axis. So far, however, its
attempts to achieve a change in the crisis in Venezuela have had little impact.
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ALBA (Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of our Americas)
ALBA is a regional organization composed of Venezuela, Cuba, Bolivia and other leftleaning governments of the Americas which aim at improving social, economic and political
integration between its members. The countries in this alliance are closely aligned to Chavist
and socialist ideologies, in contrast to the members of the Lima Group. Countries in ALBA
support Maduro’s government, and ask that foreign powers refrain from intervening in its
internal problems. They support Venezuela in regional forums like the OAS, trying to avoid
sanctions or suspensions against Venezuela.
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Timeline of important events/Documents
1821: Venezuela gains independence from Spain, as part of a broader “Gran Columbia” led
by Simon Bolivar.
1830: Venezuela separates from Gran Colombia, becoming an independent state.
Rest of 19th century: The country sways between military dictatorships and civil wars.
1908-1935: Dictator Juan Vicente Gomez exploits the recently discovered oil reserves in the
country to turn Venezuela into a main oil exporter at a global scale.
1958: Romulo Betancourt, a leftist candidate, is elected president after dictator Jimenez is
forced to step down.
1964: First democratic transfer of power from one civilian to another takes place.
1973: Oil prices skyrocket as a consequence of armed conflict in the Middle East; Venezuela
benefits from the high prices, which contribute to economic growth and stability. This situation
allows the government to nationalise oil and steel industries.
1983: Oil prices drop, forcing the government to cut welfare spending.
1989: President Carlos A. Perez is elected; Venezuela seeks IMF loans and launches
austerity programs to end economic depression. This leads to a general strike and riots that
leave hundreds dead.
1992: Colonel Hugo Chavez attempts to reach power through two coup attempts, which
eventually fail. Chavez is jailed for 2 years.
1998: Hugo Chavez is elected president. His party runs on a leftist platform that promises to
end corruption and poverty and opposes US foreign policy.
2002: The armed forces attempt a coup after conflicts in the State owned oil company PDVSA
arise. The coup fails.
2004: Chavez wins referendum to finish the remaining 2 years of his term as president.
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2005: Chavez passes laws that aim at
distributing land and limiting the ability of
the press to criticise public figures.
2006: Chavez wins a third presidential
term with 63% of the votes.
2007: Chavez nationalises key energy
and telecommunications companies,
which causes protests in favour and
against the move.
2007: Chavez loses referendum to
increase government power to control
the economy and expropriate property.
2008: Venezuela strengthens relations with China and Russia through different military and
economic deals.
2010: The opposition gains strength after parliamentary elections, but Chavez’s party retains
a majority.
2011: Government extends price controls on basic goods to try to control inflation.
2012: Venezuela becomes full member of the Mercosur regional trading block. Chavez wins
fourth term in office against opposition leader E. Capriles, in a close election.
2013: April: Chavez dies of cancer. Nicolás Maduro, his chosen successor, is narrowly elected
president.
November: National Assembly gives Maduro emergency powers to try to tackle the
rampant inflation of more than 50% a year.
December: Ruling Socialist Party wins local elections in spite of economic crisis.
2014: February - March: Opposition protests are violently broken up by the government, which
accuses them of trying to launch a coup. Opposition leader Leopoldo López is jailed.
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November: as oil prices keep falling and the economic crisis worsens, the government
announces cuts in public spending.
2015: An opposition coalition named “Democratic Unity Roundtable”

wins

two-thirds

majority after parliamentary elections. This ends years of Chavist control of the National
Assembly.
2016: January: Under pressure, three deputies from the opposition coalition resign from
National Assembly, depriving the coalition of the two-thirds majority that would have enabled
it to block Maduro’s legislation.
February: Maduro announces devaluation and petrol price rise to fight economic crisis.
September: Hundreds of thousands of protesters take to the streets in Caracas calling
for Maduro’s removal.
December: Venezuela is suspended from Mercosur by its other members.
2017: March: Pro-Maduro Supreme Tribunal of Justice dissolves the National Assembly.
Protests begin.
April-June: Maduro announces that a Constitutional Assembly will be formed to replace
the opposition-controlled National Assembly. This, coupled with the arrest of opposition
leaders, increases the magnitude of the protests against Maduro asking for early presidential
elections. More than 100 people die and thousands are arrested as the protests are violently
confronted by the government.
July: Opposition holds unofficial referendum where seven million people reject
Maduro’s plans for the new constitutional assembly. Still, elections for the assembly take
place. The opposition boycotts the elections, and Maduro supporters end up making up most
of the assembly.
August: Chief prosecutor Luisa Ortega, who was investigating corruption charges and
human rights violations, is forced into exile.
October: Maduro’s party wins in 18 out of the 23 districts in regional elections against
the opposition, strengthening its power. The elections are questioned by NGOs, the opposition
and members of the international community after several irregularities are reported.
24
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December: Municipal elections take place, and the Chavists emerge victorious. Many
opposition parties decide to boycott the elections, and irregularities are again reported.
Boycotting parties are banned by the government from the upcoming presidential elections.
The opposition is now weaker and internally divided.
2018: In face of the internal division in the opposition, Maduro decides to hold the presidential
elections in May, earlier than previously established. Claiming that there will be electoral
irregularities, the opposition decides to boycott the elections and asks the international
community not to recognise them.
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UN involvement
The Security Council has not issued resolutions regarding the crisis in Venezuela. In
November 2017, Russia, China and other members boycotted a Security Council meeting on
the issue. However, other UN bodies have gotten involved in different ways.
The UN’s High Commissioner for Human Rights has found that, during the protest
movements of 2017, the government was responsible for many grave human rights violations,
including arbitrary detention and torture.
The United Nations have offered humanitarian aid to Venezuela. But this has been
turned down by Maduro, who claims to be afraid of the international community interfering in
the country.
In November 2016, the Human Right Council’s Working Group reviewed Venezuela
and issued a list of 274 recommendations, ranging from poverty and health to political rights
issues. Venezuela responded by arguing that it was already implementing many of the
proposed solutions, and stated that foreign powers had been trying to undermine its progress
regarding human rights.
In the 36th Session of the Human Rights Council at the United Nations in Geneva,
Switzerland September 11, 2017, the topic of the humanitarian crisis in Venezuela was
addressed. Here the “Lima 12” (11 Latin American countries and Canada) condemned the
breakdown of democratic order and the violation of human rights in Venezuela, and expressed
their concern about the government’s refusal to accept international humanitarian aid.
In the Human Rights Council thirty-seventh session, a resolution was adopted which
condemned the economic sanctions against Venezuela by the United States, Canada, the
European Union and their allies. It urged these countries to stop sanctioning other states since
"such measures prevent the full realization of economic and social development of
nations."
In March 2018, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees published a protection
guidance to orient those nations receiving Venezuelan migrants. In the document, the body
established that the migrants’ basic rights should be respected, and that migrants should be given
possibilities to legally stay in the territories they arrive to without fear of being forced to return to
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Venezuela. The organisation offered its technical knowledge to assist those countries receiving
migrants.
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Possible Solutions
When considering how to solve this issue form an international standpoint, it is
important to understand that multiple problems exist at the same time: solutions are needed
for the political, economic, humanitarian and refugee crisis, which are interrelated yet have
distinct aspects. At the same time, the international community should always prioritize
peaceful solutions and try to directly interfere with local politics as little as possible.

For Venezuela to start solving its problems, a return to a full democracy without
restricted political rights is necessary. To start rebuilding the country’s institutions, open and
free elections should be held. Given the mistrust from opposition parties towards the
government as a result of previous instances of election irregularities, the international
community has a very important role to play here. Elections could be controlled by
international supervisors to ensure their transparency and provide legitimacy to their results.
In this way, a new political start for the country could take place.

However, it is likely that Maduro would not accept these supervised elections so easily.
One possible course of action involves further applying economic sanctions to the government
of Maduro, to punish him for human rights violations and breach of democracy, but most
importantly to force a change. The idea behind this proposal is that sanctions would weaken
Maduro’s ability to maintain his regime and the loyalties that keep him in power. Thus, he
would have to negotiate a solution, ideally democratic, to the political crisis. Sanctioning
countries should demand the release of political prisoners, the return of press freedom and the
end of political persecution, together with the end of human right abuses. An attempt to block

trade would have to include Venezuela’s Latin American neighbours, as well as global powers
from the US to Russia, including the EU. When applying sanctions, the international
community should ensure that these hit the government officials and not the Venezuelan
people: the sanctions could deepen the crisis, worsen shortages, and make the refugee crisis
even worse.

The international community could also hope that internal change will be generated.
Protest movements have appeared in the past demanding Maduro’s removal, and
dissatisfaction with the government is widespread. Popular protests may intensify up to the
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point where it is impossible for Maduro to continue to hold on to power. The international
community could then supervise the return to a full democracy. However, the way in which
Maduro has repressed past movement protests indicates that such an alternative would be
hard to turn into reality.

It is important to find a way to get Venezuela to accept foreign aid. International
humanitarian aid would be very important to alleviate the scarcity of food and medicine in the
short term, so trying to get the country to accept it is very important. A possible reason for the
rejection is that Maduro does not want to project an image of crisis and weakness, and that
he is trying to hide the crisis. The international community could try to frame the aid in such a
way that Maduro would be willing to accept it, for example, by channelling it through some of
Venezuela’s allies.

Regarding the refugee crisis of Venezuelan citizens in Brazil, Colombia and the
Caribbean, the international community can also help. Organizations like the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees could intensify efforts to organise the refugee camps until the
situation is stable enough for people to return or find a new home. The UN should ensure that
these vulnerable individuals are not subject to exploitation or risks while travelling. Countries
receiving Venezuelan refugees should be offered help to enable them to cope with the
growing influx of people.
In the long term, Venezuela has a lot to do. The country needs to rebuild its institutions,
political system and division of powers. Corruption and crime also demand structural changes.
Economically, the country should diversify its economy so as to end its dependency on oil.
Venezuela's recovery could be supervised once the short-term crisis ends, to avoid having
the country fall in the same mistakes of the past.
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